Macmillan/MPS will authorize wholesale and retail customers who purchased copies of OFFICIAL STUDY GDE ALL SAT SUBJ 2ED 9780874479751; OFFICIAL SAT SUB TEST IN MATH 1 9781457309304; OFFICIAL SAT SUB TEST IN U.S. HIST 9781457309311; OFFICIAL SAT SUB TEST IN WORLD HIST 9781457309335; OFFICIAL SAT SUBJECT TEST IN BIOLOG 9781457309205; OFFICIAL SAT SUBJECT TEST IN CHEMIS 9781457309199; OFFICIAL SAT SUBJECT TEST IN MATH 2 9781457309328; OFFICIAL SAT SUBJECT TEST IN PHYSICS 9781457309212 directly from us on a returnable basis to participate in our Affidavit Return Program provided the customer complies with each of the requirements below.

Prior to commencement of participation, Macmillan/MPS must approve the customer’s returns processing procedures.

Please fill out the affidavit return form and return it to your Macmillan rep or to MPS Customer Service.

To be eligible a customer must be in good credit standing and in compliance with Macmillan/MPS’s payment terms.

Books processed for affidavit returns must be destroyed by the customer.

- The book must be rendered unsalable (cut, pulped or otherwise destroyed) and the bar code on the back cover rendered unreadable by any bar-code scanner.

Each affidavit return submitted constitutes a representation by the customer to Macmillan/MPS with respect to all copies claimed as destroyed that customer as applicable, followed the returns-processing procedures approved by Macmillan/MPS, and that the copies were in fact destroyed, and that the customer is entitled to the credit claimed.

Participating customers must maintain auditable records to support their affidavit returns, including: reconciliation of purchases, shipments, and returns; access to internal adjustment/reconciliation files; and, if appropriate, access to customer settlement files. Any discrepancy noted by the customer should be communicated immediately to Macmillan/MPS. **Macmillan will accept affidavit returns for these ISBNs from February 15-December 31, 2021.**